WILL WILL WAY LTD.

HANDY TORCH PRO
MADE IN TAIWAN

Product No.: w0403-300

Product Features


Handy and easy-carry



The power handle also works as power bank for charging smart phones, tablets and other
mobile gadgets by USB cable connection.



The accompanied strong magnet with bendable metal tube makes it move toward arbitrary
directions for certain purposes after well-fixed.



Its thin configuration design is also remarkable for lighting in narrow spaces.



Internal Li-ion battery system is protected by BMS from over-charge or over-discharge.



Besides multifunctional lighting applications, its blinking red light could work as warning signal
to replace the traditional huge warning triangle.



One-year warranty
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Applications
Vehicles repairs, industrial lighting, outdoor activities, mountain hiking, camping, night fishing,
warning light, common indoor lighting, table lighting, cheer light and so on

Lighting for car repairs

Warning lighting for emergency

Climbing and camping

Power bank

MORE AND MORE…

Indoor lighting or table light
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Large size

Small size

Low brightness

High brightness

VS.

Components
1.

USB port

2.

Micro USB port

3.

Indicating light

4.

Switch

5.

LED tube light (Illuminating body)

6.

Handle (Power bank)

7.

Strong magnet with bendable metal tube

8.

USB cable

Specifications
LED color

White light、blinking red light

Input

5 V、1 A (Micro USB)

Output

5 V、1 A (USB)

Power

7.8 W

Capacity

2,600 mAH

Dimension

24 × 24 × 300 mm

Parts

PCB、Aluminum、Iron、Li-ion Battery、Plastic
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Instructions
1.

The first-time switch press is the mode to power white light (indicating light shows continuous
blue signal), and the second-time press is the mode to power blinking red light (indicating
light shows blinking blue signal). Finally, the third-time press means a switch-off.

2.

It takes about 3 hours to be charged fully. After a full charge, the white light only could
continue working 3 hours roughly, but blinking red light only could extend to 6 hours roughly.

3.

Indicating light showing red signal means under charging.

4.

Indicating light showing blue signal means a full charge.

5.

Switch button showing red signal means lack of power, please charge it before continuous or
next use.

6.

Depending on various demands, you could install the magnet with bendable metal tube
altogether to well fix it onto every iron surface.

Attentions
1.

Whenever you work the handle as power bank to charge, please strictly follow the principle:


The first-time switch press is the mode as power bank (indicating light shows continuous
blue signal).



The second-time switch press is forbidden to charge, this mode might break your mobile
gadgets (indicating light shows blinking blue signal).

2.

Please confirm the output and input powers limited by 5 V and 1 V to keep it working normally.

3.

Please charge it regularly for the sake of nice battery lifespan and performance.

4.

Please avoid manipulating it in high temperature situation.

5.

This product is designed without waterproof, please use it away from wet situation and do
not sink it.

6.

Do not fall it! Intentional falls would lead a breakdown.

7.

USB cable is expendable without warranty.

8.

Patented product, copy is illegal!

WILL WILL WAY LTD.
Tel: +886-3-3345542
Fax: +886-3-3360965
Email: chester_lu@willwillway.com
Website: http://www.willwillway.com
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